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Barrett's advanced position at Qurna, or—by way of the
desert route—on Basra itself.* It was even possible that
simultaneous action in all three directions might be contem-
plated, and with this contingency in mind General Barrett
asked the Commander-in-Chief in India for reinforcements.
Naturally enough, the Commander-in-Chief demurred at this
request, as troops could ill be spared from India. While a
discussion between the Government of India and the India
Office regarding the despatch of these reinforcements to
Mesopotamia and their replacement in India by Territorial
Battalions from England was being carried on, the situation
confronting General Barrett suddenly became somewhat
critical. Largely owing to the arrival of a German agent,
Wassmuss, at Shustar, the tribes in the oilfields area became
very restless; finally in February one tribe, the Bawi, rose
and cut the pipe-line which connected the oilfields with the
refineries. To prevent further damage, General Barrett made
a small detachment from his main force and posted it in
Arabistan at Ahwaz, on the river Karun. Meanwhile, early
and heavy floods had caused the Tigris and the Euphrates
to rise and overflow their banks, with the result that the
British position at Qurna had become converted into a small
island, and its garrison, with the exception of a small post,
had had to be withdrawn. At Shaiba, too^ the floods had com-
plicated the situation, by making it extremely difficult to
maintain the troops by a line of communication which ran
over the flooded desert. Altogether, the situation assumed
such an unexpectedly unfavourable aspect that the Secretary
of State for India decided that the reinforcements must
be sent.
With great difficulty another Indian Division—the 12th,
consisting of the 12th, 33rd, and 30th Infantry Brigades (the
last-named from Egypt), but without its full complement of
Divisional Artillery, Engineers and Signallers—was mobilised
during March. Meanwhile., it became apparent to General
Barrett that the strength of the Turkish forces was slowly
increasing, and that a hostile attack was impending.
During the first week of April he learned that a Turko-
Arab concentration, which he knew to be taking place opposite
his left front about Nasiriyeh, and which he estimated at
some twelve thousand Eegular Turkish troops and ten thous-
and Arab Irregulars, was complete; simultaneously his out-
posts on the right flank, at Ahwaz, were attacked and pressed
* Vide Map No. 2.

